
Integrated Hall dIsplacement 
sensors for clutcHes
For using start-stop systems and hybrid drives one has to know whether the clutch is open or not. Therefore, 

FTE automotive developed new Hall displacement sensors with linear output signal which need no space due  

to integration in the hydraulic cylinder and feature a twist protection for the piston and the magnet.
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Costs and aCCuraCy

Since 1998, FTE automotive supplies cus-
tomers in the automobile industry with 
sensor equipped hydraulic cylinders for 
clutch actuation systems and shift actua-
tors. Until a few years ago, conventional 
(mostly inductive) sensors or reed 
switches were used.

Today, due to increased requirements 
regarding costs, accuracy and installation 
space, the contactless Hall technology [1] 
is applied. Depending on the application, 
this technology is directly integrated into 
the hydraulic cylinder. Next to the common 
Hall position sensors (several switching 
points as output signal), the Hall displace-
ment sensory system (linear output signal), 
based on in-house sensor technology, could 
be very successfully established in the area 
of clutch activation. ❶ shows the techni-
cal data of typical Hall displacement sen-
sors as they produced by FTE automotive.

requIrements

Apart from the improvements in security, 
comfort and performance (for the func-
tions cruise control, start lock, electric 
parking brake and torque adjustment) 

particular attention of automotive R&D is 
paid currently to the realization of the 
start-stop function. Here, the combustion 
engine is turned off during longer stops, 
for example at red traffic lights, to save 
fuel and avoid exhaust emission. One of 
the necessary pieces of information is pro-
vided by a displacement sensor at the 
clutch master, ❷.

According to customer specification, FTE 
automotive provides, apart from sensors 
with one or more displacement signals, sen -
sors with two separate switching signals, 
for example for use in speed control or 
start lock applications (as low or high side 
switch) for further control units within 
the car. These switching signals are gener-
ated through two additional Hall switches 
on the printed circuit board instead of 
simply generating them from the core line 
of one of the existing displacement signals. 
To ensure the absolute secure start of the 
vehicle even in critical upper or lower board 
voltage areas, which is essential from the 
customer’s point of view, a special circuit 
technology is applied. A parallel two-clamp-
voltage supply, which is taken directly 
from the vehicle’s power supply network, 
rounds up the all-in-one sensor solutions 
provided by FTE automotive.
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auTHorS

❶ Technical data of typical Hall displacement sensors

Feature Value unIt

measurement range 10 to 95 mm

measurIng prInCIple Hall technology –

applICatIon temperature -40 to +125 °c

maxImum temperature (peak 160 °C) 150 °c

temperature CompensatIon Yes –

proteCtIon ratIng iP6K9, iP6K7 –

typICal emC testIng

BCI test 300 ma

resIstanCe to radIated FIelds 200 V/m

resIstanCe to IgnItIon HIgH Voltage 10 kV

eleCtrostatIC dIsCHarge (esd) 25 kV

Voltages

perCentage sIgnal output, pWm, duty CyCle 10 to 90 % Dc

sIgnal output (radIometrIC) 0.5 to 4.5 V

Internal supply Voltage (as sIngle or parallel 
tWo-Clamp supply)

From on-Board Control unIt 5 V

From VeHICle eleCtrICal system 12 V
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sImulatIon

Beside the electric functions, construction 
and simulation of the overall system plays 
an integral part in the later performance 
of the sensor. Through 3D magnetic field 
simulation programs, ❸, complete hydrau -
lic cylinders including all ferro-magnetic 
and permanent magnetic components can 
be assessed in motion and can thereby be 
optimized, should the need arise.

A further advantage is that a complete 
assessment of the ferromagnetic clearance 
within the vehicle (firewall) as well as elec-
tromagnetic environment (starter cable) 
occurring therein can be carried out. The 
sensor technologies which are implemented 

are optimized relating to this and are there-
fore well suited for hybrid applications.

BuIld-up proCess

During the last years, it became clear that 
car manufacturers more and more prefer the 
direct integration of sensors in the cylinders. 
Due to the years of experience of FTE auto-
motive in the area of laser welding and 
plastic moulding techniques not only the 
integration of the sensors could be realized 
fast and successfully but also a twist pro-
tection for the piston and the magnet.

The core of this technology is the 
assemb  ly of the sensor’s printed circuit 
board within an intended compartment at 

the cylinder’s body instead of an extern 
sensor housing as it was done so far. The 
plug pins are, according to application, 
integrated either into the laser cap, which 
then acts as a plug, or they are already 
overmoulded within the cylinder’s body. 
In this case, the plug is an integral part of 
the cylinder’s body. 

The build-up technology and the twist 
protection lead to a clearly improved toler-
ance position of the sensor signal (total 
error, linearity, slope errors, micro linearity). 
This mainly shows at the end-off-line test 
bench, where the teaching (teaching of the 
characteristics) of the sensors is done on the 
completely manufactured cylinder at 100 %. 
Through this it is possible to compensate 
previous mounting tolerances and the influ-
ence of the magnet rotation, thereby reach-
ing an excellent sensor performance.

summary

Car manufacturers more and more prefer 
the direct integration of Hall displace-
ment sensors in the hydraulic cylinders 
of clutches or for start-stop systems. The 
combination of FTE automotive com-
bines innovative sensor technology with 
a modern build-up process as an all-in-
one solution for the customer. Low-cost 
sensors as well as high-precision position 
sensor systems are produced, which will 
not only find their place on hydraulic cyl-
inders in the future but everywhere 
where displacement measurement plays 
a part.
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❷ clutch master cylinder with sensors (typical measurement range 22 to 37 mm)

❸ Magnetic field 
simulation of an integrated 
displacement sensor
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